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Preferred Alternative Key Changes
Community Center incorporates employee housing and limited services as part of a mixed-use facility
Provision of après-ski, café, bakery, grocery/provisions and housing along SR-210 helps create a unique Main Street vibe that balances needs with 

the unique se   ng and place
New loop roadway is implemented to facilitate transit circula  on, as future demand requires
 SR-210 is enhanced with parking improvements to facilitate the new community center, exi  ng lodges and summer/winter users
A major transit hub is located in the Albion Base area where SR-210 and the future transit loop
 Small-scale employee housing and services to be located near the Transit Center, as future demand requires
 Trash/recycling center located at the western end of town 
Winter/summer outdoor event areas with connec  ng trails are formalized at the Wildcat and Albion base areas
Winter/summer connec  ons between the highway/lodges and transfer tow area improved with a year-round li  , improved and formalized trails, 

etc.
Base parking lots improved and formalized over  me to improve winter/summer needs and reduce visual impacts
As future demand requires, Wildcat Base parking lot is adjusted to create a transit loop from SR-210
Albion parking lot linked directly with the summer road as part of a loop roadway

A Community Center and small-scale mixed uses are located along SR-210 
crea  ng a “Town Center.” A new roadway segment will be implemented at 
the east end of town to create a loop and facilitate transit circula  on, when/if 
future demand requires it. The Albion Base area becomes a central transit hub 
with future mixed uses being built around the transit center. 
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